Introduction
Throughout this paper R denotes an arbitrary associative ring with identity and all modules are unitary right R -modules. A submodule N of a module M is said to be small in M if N + K ̸ = M for any proper submodule K of M , and we denote it by N ≪ M . A module M is called small if it is a small submodule of some module, and equivalently, M is a small submodule of its injective hull. A submodule A of M is called coclosed if A has no proper coessential submodules in M , that is, if whenever A/B is small in M /B , then A = B . Following [7] , B is called an s-closure of A in M if B is a coessential submodule of A and B is coclosed in M . Note that in the literature, the two concepts of s-closure and coclosure are the same.
Recall from [18] Since H -supplemented modules have a different outward definition and may have different structures than other supplemented modules, the class of H -supplemented modules has been studied in the last two decades. After introducing this new notation, some authors tried to investigate them more. The first serious efforts were done in [12] and [11] . After that, in [8] , the authors presented some equivalent conditions for a module to be H -supplemented that shows that this class of modules is closely related to the concept of small submodules. One of the nice papers related to H -supplemented modules and their generalizations is [3] . In [3] , the authors introduced a new generalization of H -supplemented modules that is Goldie * -supplemented modules via an equivalence relation, namely β * . Let X and Y be submodules of [16] , [17] , and [20] ).
Recently, after the defining of dual Rickart modules in [13] , generalizations of dual Rickart modules seem to be interesting for researchers in ring and module theory. In particular, making a connection between the ring of endomorphisms of a module M and the concepts of lifting, H -supplemented, and others may help us to know their structures more. In [1] , the author studied a new generalization of both lifting and dual Rickart modules,
, some properties of I -lifting modules were investigated.
Now it is natural to define H -supplemented modules using homomorphisms. In this work, we call a module M endomorphism H -supplemented if for every nonzero endomorphism f of M there is a direct summand K of M such that M = Imf + X if and only if M = K + X for every submodule X of M (that is equivalent to saying that Imf β * K in M ). In Section 2 , we investigate some properties of endomorphism H -supplemented modules. We observe that the concept of endomorphism H -supplemented modules generalizes that of dual Rickart modules. This relation makes the endomorphism H -supplemented property more impressive to study. We also present conditions under which these two concepts coincide. In Section 3 , we bring another perspective to H -supplemented modules via homomorphisms, namely $(N, M )-H -supplemented modules, that is related to the class $(N, M ) defined in [19] . Some characterizations of H -supplemented modules are also obtained.
In what follows, J(R) denotes the Jacobson radical of a ring R and Rad(M ) stands for the radical of a module M . S denotes the endomorphism ring End R (M ) of an R -module M . For unexplained terminologies we refer to [2] , [4] , [14] , and [21].
E -H -Supplemented modules
In this section we introduce a new generalization of the class of H -supplemented modules in terms of endomorphisms, namely endomorphism H -supplemented modules. We work on factor modules, in particular direct summands, of endomorphism H -supplemented modules. We also deal with the relations between the class of endomorphism H -supplemented modules and the classes of dual Rickart modules and I -lifting modules. Recall that a module M is co-Hopfian if every monomorphism f ∈ S is an isomorphism. In [9] , the module M is called T -noncosingular if for any f ∈ S , Imf being small in M implies f = 0 . Note that a noncosingular module is clearly T -noncosingular. Following the last result, if M is indecomposable, E -H -supplemented, and T -noncosingular, then M is co-Hopfian. Also, a module M is called dual Rickart (or d-Rickart) if the image in M of any single element of S is generated by an idempotent of S , and equivalently, for any f ∈ S , Imf is a direct summand of M . We now give some relations between the classes of dual Rickart modules and E -H -supplemented modules.
Theorem 2. 4 Let M be a module. Then the following statements are equivalent:
Hence,
Recall that a ring R is called von Nuemann regular provided that for every a ∈ R , there exists x ∈ R such that a = axa. It is known from 
Corollary 2.5 A ring R is von Neumann regular if and only if J(R) = 0 and R R is E -H -supplemented.
There are ( E -)H -supplemented modules that are not d-Rickart, as the next example shows.
Example 2.6 Let M be a hollow module with at least an endomorphism f , which is distinct from zero and id M (for example, the Z-module Z p n , where p is prime and n > 1 ). Then clearly M is ( E -) H -supplemented, which is not d-Rickart.
The following indicates that the class of E -H -supplemented modules properly contains the class of H -supplemented modules.
Remark 2.7 Since a d-Rickart module is E -H -supplemented, every injective module over a right hereditary
ring is E -H -supplemented by [13, Theorem 2.29] . Consider the 
it is well known that M is not supplemented and hence it is not H -supplemented. Therefore, every nonsupplemented injective module over a right hereditary ring is E -H -supplemented but not
H -supplemented.
Corollary 2.8 Let R be a right V -ring. Then an R -module M is E -H -supplemented if and only if M is d-Rickart.
We shall deal with homomorphic images of E -H -supplemented modules. 
Proposition 2.9 Let M be an E -H -supplemented module and N be a direct summand of M . Suppose that for every direct summand
On the other hand, if
Recall that a submodule N of M is said to be fully invariant (projection invariant) if for every
. Every projection invariant submodule (and so every fully invariant submodule) of a module is plus invariant. Every submodule of a distributive module is plus invariant, so every submodule of a semisimple module for which any two distinct simple submodules are not isomorphic is plus invariant. Direct summands of an abelian module M are plus invariant because they are fully invariant in M .
We may find a similar result and proof in the following related papers. We add it for the sake of completeness. 
Proof
Let D and
. Proposition 2.9 shows that M /N is an E -H -supplemented module.
For the latter, let D and
The result follows from Proposition 2.10. 2
In [15] , a module is called duo (resp. weak duo) if every submodule (resp. direct summand) of M is fully invariant in M .
Corollary 2.12 Every direct summand of an E -H -supplemented duo module is E -H -supplemented.
A In the next results, we observe some connections between the concepts of E -H -supplemented modules and I -lifting modules.
Theorem 2.15 If a module M is I -lifting, then M is E -H -supplemented. The converse holds if M is weak duo.
Proof The first assertion is clear by definitions. Let M be a weak duo E -H -supplemented module and 
Theorem 2.16 Let M be a projective E -H -supplemented module. Then M is I -lifting.

Proof Let f : M → M be a homomorphism. Then there is a direct summand D of M such that Imf +X = M if and only if
D + X = M for all X ≤ M . Set D ⊕ D ′ = M . It follows that Imf + D ′ = M . Since M)+K = D ′ . Then (Imf ∩D ′ )+K +T = D ′ +T = M . Since T ⊕ (D ′ ∩ Imf ) = Imf , we have that Imf + K = M . M being an E -H -supplemented module implies that D + K = M .
Proposition 2.18 Let R be a principal ideal domain. Then R R is E -H -supplemented if and only if R R is
When we deal with smallness, we give the following definition.
Definition 2.19 A module M is said to be s-retractable if for every nonzero submodule N of M , there exists a nonzero f ∈ Hom
Clearly, every s-retractable module is retractable, and every retractable hollow module is s-retractable. It is obvious that being an H -supplemented module implies being an E -H-supplemented module. In the next result, we show that the converse holds for s-retractable modules.
Proposition 2.20 Let M be an E -H -supplemented and s-retractable module. Then M is H -supplemented.
Proof Let N be a nonzero submodule of M . Then, by hypothesis, there exists
Relatively H -supplemented modules
In [19] , Wang and Ding defined the family 
M is called $(N, M ) -H -supplemented if for every A ∈ $(N, M ) , there exists a direct summand D of M such that (A + D)/A is small in M /A and (A + D)/D is small in M /D . By the way, Aβ
* D in M . 2. Let f ∈ Hom R (N, M ). Then M is called f -H -
M is called N -H -supplemented (or H -supplemented relative to
N ) if M is f -H -supplemented for every f ∈ Hom R (N, M ) . Note that if a module M is N -lifting, then M is $(N, M )-H -supplemented. In view of the above definition, a module M is H -supplemented if and only if M is $(M, M ) -H -supplemented. Also, M is E -H - supplemented if and only if M is M -H -supplemented.
Example 3.2 Let M be a semisimple module. Then M is $(N, M ) -H -supplemented and N -H -supplemented for any R -module N . Let p be a prime number. The simple
Z-module Z p is $(Z p ∞ , Z p )-H -supplemented and Z p ∞ is $(Z p , Z p ∞ )-H -supplemented. Also, Z 4 is $(Z 3 , Z 4 ) -H -supplemented and Z 3 is $(Z 4 , Z 3 ) -H - supplemented. On the other hand, Z 4 is Z 3 -H -supplemented and Z 3 is Z 4 -H -supplemented.
If M is $(N, M )-H -supplemented, then for every A ∈ $(N, M ) , there exist a submodule X of N and
Proof ( ( 
and so is that of M . By the SSP, N + M 2 is a direct summand of M and therefore Imf is also a direct summand of M and so is that of
The following result is a direct consequence of Proposition 3.6 and the fact that M is E -H -supplemented if and only if M is M -H -supplemented. (
Corollary 3.7 Let M be a module such that
Proof ( 
In [6] , a nonzero module M is called P -hollow, which stands for principally hollow, if every proper cyclic submodule is small in M .
Proposition 3.10 Every P -hollow module is R -H -supplemented.
Proof Let M be a P -hollow module and f ∈ Hom R (R, M ). 
Since R is right hereditary and N is projective, X is also projective. This implies that there exists g ∈ Hom R (X, M ) such that πg = f where π : M → M /K is the natural projection. 
In the following, we study amply supplemented modules related to the family $(N, M ) . We say that a module M has the coclosed sum property (CCSP for short) if the sum of two coclosed submodules of M is coclosed in M . It is known that every supplement submodule is coclosed. If M is a weakly supplemented module and has the CCSP, then the sum of two supplement submodules is again a supplement. by modularity condition. Note that g(U ) being the s -closure of g(U ) in X implies that g(U )/g(U ) is small in
